
SAN ACADEMY, GROUP OF SCHOOLS
PROJECT DAY 2023-24

THEME: TOY PEDAGOGY

Dear Parent,

Greetings !

We are glad to announce our Annual Project Day, scheduled on the 5th and 6th of January 2024. A project-based learning,
brings number of advantages to any classroom and represents best practices in education. Project based learning refers to a
set of teaching strategies that enable teachers to guide students through in-depth studies of real-world topics. Projects have
definite but flexible framework within which teaching and learning are seen as interactive processes. When teachers
implement the approach successfully, students feel highly motivated and actively involved in their own learning.

San Academy encourages every child to participate in the project day- TOY PEDAGOGY

Toy- Pedagogy is based on the principle that toys are not just for entertainment or recreation but used as a learning resource
for the mental, physical, social and emotional development of the child. Toys open up and ignite the mind of the child. Using
toys is an effective way of developing 21st Century skills such as creative and critical thinking, reasoning, problem-solving,
communication and adaptability. Toys provide learners with opportunities like exploring, imagining, observing, creating,
expressing and, most importantly, engaging in playing. with concepts and subjects. The process from making toys to playing
with them can also promote experiential learning.

The sub topic allotment under the theme Toy Pedagogy is as following for each class -
Nursery - Montessori toy pedagogy
Jr.KG - Indigenous indoor toys and games
Sr.KG - Indigenous outdoor toys and games
Toys are the tools of childhood, and the simple act of playing allows kids to develop a lifelong love of learning. It's the things
we play with and the people who help us play that make a great difference in our lives. "Play is therefore the foundation of
learning, creativity, self-expression, and constructive problem-solving”

Kindly send sufficient snacks, lunch and water. Child should come in regular school uniform or as specified by the
class teacher. A detailed project plan will be sent through parent alarm app e-content.For further clarifications class
Teachers will be guiding you with the understanding of the project topic/activity.
School van will not ply on 5th and 6 th January 2024.
We solicit parents’ involvement and cooperation in this regard as ‘together’ we can make a big difference in the holistic
development of your child.

Warm regards,
San Academy

Pallikaranai


